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Nigerien soldiers patrol in Bosso, near the Nigerian border, where the army had been battling Boko Haram militants since February. (May

25, 2015 - ISSOUF SANOGO/Getty Images)

The Origins of Boko Haram—And Why It
Matters
Audu Bulama Bukarti
Nigeria’s population of an estimated 200 million people is plagued by an alarming level of violence, which is

driven by a toxic mix of brutal extremist groups, criminal gangs and a cropland crisis. These feed into one

another, and each is little understood. A key player in the present carnage is Boko Haram, a notorious

organization which claims to ght in defense of Islam.

Over the last decade from 2009-2019, Boko Haram has waged a campaign of mass violence and wrought havoc in

Africa’s Lake Chad region, which comprises northern Nigeria, southeastern Niger, far-northern Cameroon and

western Chad. The Boko Haram movement has killed a conservative estimate of 18,000 people,  displaced

millions, and caused a large-scale humanitarian crisis.  In 2014, it was recorded as the world’s deadliest terror

group, killing 6,600 in that year alone.  Boko Haram is particularly notorious for its violence against children.

Indeed, the movement was rst catapulted into the attention of western media in April 2014 by its kidnapping of

276 girls from their school dormitory in Chibok village, north-eastern Nigeria. It uses girls as sexual and domestic

slaves and as human bombs, targeting civilian locations including markets, hospitals, IDP camps and places of

worship. It has also conscripted thousands of boys into its army and forces them to kill in order to keep
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themselves alive.  Boko Haram has established itself as a formidable force and, judging from security force

fatalities of 750 in 2019 which is the highest since the violence began, it now appears to be stronger than ever.

Boko Haram originally formed in 2003, and today the movement is split into three dierent factions. These

include Jama’atu Ahl al-Sunna lid Da’wati wa al-Jihad(JAS), which is popularly called Boko Haram, and which is

led by Abubakar Shekau. Shekau has been the group’s sole leader from 2009 until its rst split in 2012 when

members disgruntled by Shekau’s indiscriminate killing of civilians formed Ansaru al-Musulmina  Bilad al-

Sudan (Ansaru). Then, in August 2016, after Shekau deed ISIS’s announcement of his deposition,  yet another

rift emerged resulting in the Islamic State-West Africa Province (ISWAP) as a declared aliate (wilayat) of the

ISIS “caliphate” movement. JAS and ISWAP, with a combined estimated 5,000-7,000 ghters, are active in the

Lake Chad region where they continue to attack military formations, kill civilians, raid and torch villages, and

engage in abductions.  Ansaru is based in northwestern Nigeria and has not claimed any attack since 2013,

although it still releases messages intended to recruit and radicalize the public. It was recently reported that JAS

and ISWAP ghters are defecting to Ansaru due to military pressure in the Lake Chad region. This raises the

threat of renewed violence from Ansaru.

By its own account, Boko Haram and its rise since 2003 has been inspired by ideologues, events and groups

across the world including by Osama bin Laden and al-Qaeda. And yet, despite several books and over 500

reports and articles written about it since its emergence, very little is known including by Nigerians themselves

about the group’s origins. That is so because existing literature regarding the group is primarily based on

unveried media reports, penned by researchers who spent very minimal time in the eld, and by a narrow

selection of interviewees whose reports have sometimes been tainted by bias.

While Boko Haram continues to wreak bloody havoc, debates over its genesis and links to other so-called jihadi

groups continue. These have divided scholars into two broad camps. First, scholars such as Alex Thurston,

Adam Hijazi and Kyari Mohammed see Boko Haram as a “home-grown” group, one that was birthed by systemic

and structural local factors while treating the role and inuence of al-Qaeda and international jihadism on the

group as “marginal” or secondary.

Second, other researchers led by Andrea Brigaglia and Jacob Zenn de-emphasize the importance of local factors

and promote the role of international jihadi organizations, principally al-Qaeda, to the rise and evolution of Boko

Haram.  At the heart of this debate, which has recently fallen into ad hominem attacks,  is a violent episode

that occurred during 2003-4 in Kanamma, a desert village in north-eastern Nigeria. This episode concerned a

commune that formed part of the nucleus that would become Boko Haram.

Over the years, that episode has become a landmark in Boko Haram’s history. Virtually every author writing

about the genesis of the group has dedicated some time to it.  However, the scholarly and journalistic analysis o

this event is replete with contradictions, confusion and exaggerations. Scholars dispute each other’s statements,

sometimes inadvertently. Accounts of what happened are profoundly dierent, indicating a general lack of
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clarity and knowledge about the incident. This is because virtually all writers rely on second-hand information—

mostly unveried media reports which have, in turn, relied on more second-hand information without critically

assessing the sources’ reliability. It is thus a classic case of “little evidence, much confusion.”

What can be said without controversy is that at some point in 2003, a group of mostly young people from

Maiduguri and elsewhere in northern Nigeria went to a northern part of Yobe state in the northeast, near the

border with Niger. There, in the remote desert, they established a puritanical separatist community which

dened itself in opposition to the “corrupting inuence of city life.” Toward the end of 2003, the group clashed

with police, looting vehicles and weapons. The commune was subsequently dismantled by the military, with

some members killed and others arrested. The commune members that remained contained part of the seeds of

Boko Haram.

Given the ongoing debate and misunderstandings surrounding this episode, it is important to understand this

event not only for its academic and historical value, but also because it contributes to an understanding of how

Boko Haram began, which has practical policy implications today. Among other things, understanding how

Boko Haram began remains vital for the sake of successfully defeating the movement. It is essential, also, for the

sake of noting early warning signs among similar groups—and preventing them from becoming as established

and capable as Boko Haram is today.

Drawing on primary data, including extensive eldwork in northeastern Nigeria and primary internal

documents in Hausa, Kanuri and Arabic, this paper re-examines the Kanamma episode with a view to setting the

record straight. It nds that the Kanamma commune was not an al-Qaeda training center, as some have

speculated, nor was it a pacic religious community, as suggested by others. While this paper contends that there

was no operational linkage between Boko Haram and al-Qaeda in 2003 when the Nigerian group was founded,

there is evidence of ideological connection between the duo from the very beginning. Understanding this is

important for properly analyzing the Boko Haram phenomenon and helping policymakers design eective

strategies to deal with the group and the crisis in Nigeria.

Little Evidence, Big Claims

A survey of the scholarly literature about Boko Haram reveals a great deal of confusion over almost every single

detail of the 2003-2004 Kanamma episode. The fact that it happened in the rst place and the time period in

which it transpired are perhaps the only exceptions. Authors disagree with one another regarding not only the

interpretation of events but on specic facts and gures: what was the population of the commune, for example.

While Manuel Reinert, Andrew Walker and others claim it comprised some 200, David Cook estimated the

“Kanamma Group” at between 800-1000. Other details are similarly contradictory, such as the number of

casualties in the clash, who directed it, what led to the violence, among other things. The reader is left with the

dicult task of sorting through a deluge of irreconcilable narratives.13
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When the Kanamma commune grabbed its rst headlines in early 2004, it was labelled the “Nigerian Taleban”

(sic) implying it was somehow related to the Afghan Taliban. The portrayal of the commune in the

predominantly Christian-run media of southern Nigeria was particularly instrumental to this branding, and this

was later adopted by Western media.  The label could merely have been a device to relate what was going on in

Nigeria with the then-current “global war on terror,” or simply something to sell newspapers. But it might also

have been deployed for mischievous or stereotypical motives. Nigerian media is not immune to the religious

polarization and divisiveness that has characterized the country and its politics since its independence in 1960.

Southern Nigerian media has consistently sought to portray the North as an Islamist population that cannot

coexist with others. Perhaps that is why when Boko Haram appeared in its current iteration in 2009, its leader

was called “The Leader of Nigerian Taliban” before the current nomenclature was adopted.

As a result of this newspaper reporting, serious attempts to link the Kanamma commune with the Afghan

Taliban in Afghanistan began to appear. David Cook, for instance, suggests that there may have been members

of Boko Haram in Afghanistan during the Kanamma episode, even though he also questions that same

possibility in the next sentence.  Citing news media published years after the episode, Freedom Onuoha takes

this theory further. He states that the Kanamma commune occupied public buildings for several days, “hoisting

the ag of Afghanistan’s Taliban movement over the camps,” and that the group inscribed “Taliban” on their

vehicles and called their camp “Afghanistan.”

Building on this, some academics began to speculate that in actuality Boko Haram began as an al-Qaeda project

 They misinterpreted the Kanamma episode as a clash between the Nigerian police and an al-Qaeda training

camp established in northern Nigeria with funding from Osama Bin Laden. Thus, they concluded that al-Qaeda

played a signicant role in the founding of Boko Haram.

What Actually Happened

During extensive eldwork, I interviewed multiple local sources in Kanamma as to what actually happened.

Their account reveals a pattern with only slight variations. The following narrative is based on these accounts.

In the evening of Sunday, December 21, 2003, a group of some seventy persons (about fty men and twenty

women and children) arrived at the southern outskirts of Kanamma. The group cleared a forested site between

two bodies of water next to Bakurna Barde’s farm and spent the night there. The following day, around eleven of

them (eight men, three women) went to the village market to purchase provisions. Before they returned to their

camp, they went around to youth haunts, calling on residents to abandon their “dirty temporal life” and join the

group in the practice of true Islam and the establishment of an Islamic state that would enforce the sharia legal

system. Female members entered houses and made the same invitation to women in purdah.

That same night, some members of the commune attacked the Kanamma police outpost with machetes, bows

and arrows, and catapults, as well as one pistol.  They killed a police ocer named Liman Umar, from Sokoto
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state, and seized his rie. From there, they raided the house of Alhaji Komfasa, the chairman of the local

government, who escaped by scaling a fence. The commune members ed by stealing a four-wheel drive car.

They proceeded to Geidam, about thirty-ve kilometers away, and looted the local government secretariat and

the police station there.

On December 25, police ocers were mobilized to the site of the commune but returned without any casualties

on either side. It appears that there was, in fact, no violence at all that day; the police could not access the camp

due to its defensive position between two bodies of water, and its only entrance was barricaded with sandbags

and a trench in anticipation of a counterattack.

On December 31, soldiers and tanks were deployed from 241 Recce Battalion in Nguru (about two hundred ten

kilometers away). The troops entered the camp in the early hours of January 1, 2004, and at sunrise passed

through Kanamma in a truck carrying about twenty bodies, including that of Baalai, said to be the leader of the

commune, as well as women and children. Dispersed ghters were later spotted by villagers, walking either west

or southward. Some of them went through Kanamma where they received treatment for minor wounds (largely

incurred in the bush) before leaving. Several respondents stated that the commune, now being theorized as an

“al-Qaeda training camp,” actually only lasted in Kanamma for about ten days from December 21, 2003 to

January 1, 2004. Meanwhile, the actual ghting was over within hours.  This signals that this incident is hugely

exaggerated, and also sharply contradicts the suggestion made by Brigalia that Kanamma existed for years.

Residents stated that they were later informed that the same group had previously established a commune on th

outskirts of another village called Tarmowa, about sixty-three kilometers from Kanamma. The local government

chairman, Alhaji Komfasa—whose house they had raided on December 21, 2003—had asked them to vacate their

encampment in that town. However, Boko Haram scholars appear to be unaware of Tarmowa. They only refer to

Kanamma, where the violent clash occurred. This is because virtually all of them rely on Nigerian journalistic

accounts which, in turn, rely on anonymous unveried sources. It may be that the activities of the commune in

Tarmowa are confused with what transpired in Kanamma.

Inside the Tarmowa Commune

By 2003, there appeared an ideological crack in the ranks of the group that would later become Boko Haram.

This crack formed into two main camps, one led by Muhammad Ali and the other by Muhammad Yusuf. The

break was over two related issues. The rst was whether a Muslim is permitted to live in Nigeria, which is viewed

by the group as dar al-kufr (abode of unbelief). The second issue concerned timing for the launching of a jihad.

On the rst issue, Ali believed it was not permitted for a Muslim to live in Nigeria. He argued the country was da

al-kufr, as the government does not rule by sharia law (hukm bi gyari ma anzal Llah) by permitting adultery,

gambling, alcohol, etcetera. Therefore, the only option left to the group’s members was to do hijrah to a “pure”

place—in the tradition of the Prophet Muhammad—and prepare for jihad.
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On the other hand, Yusuf contended that it is permissible for Muslims to live in the land of disbelief provided

they do not obey man-made laws and institutions, and that they disassociate from the country’s secular system

(al wala wa al-bara’). In addition, they must publicly announce their dissociation (izhar al-din). Articulating this

position, Yusuf argued,

You must openly say this system is false; Islamic law is the only truth; that this constitution is false and it is disbelief (kaarci

in Hausa); those who are employed under the government are working for falsehood and disbelief; the military system is false

and it is disbelief; the police system is false and it is disbelief; working as a judge in this country under the constitution is fals

and it is disbelief. If you openly say these and everyone knows you with these [views], then you can live in the country. Otherwise, you

must emigrate…  (emphasis added by author).

Yusuf went on to say that it was, in practical terms, more benecial for members to stay in cities, so that they

could recruit and radicalize. He argued it was necessary for the group to oppose and harden themselves against

Muslim scholars, politicians and public servants, mainly police and the military, who defended the “un-Islamic

system.” In keeping with some traditional jurists, Yusuf held that it was necessary to rst “establish proof”—i.e.,

to preach against “un-Islamic” society and to attempt to call it back to Islam—before initiating jihad against them

(iqamatul hujjah). Ali disagreed.

Thus, the second issue was over the appropriate time to declare a jihad in Nigeria. Ali contended that Nigeria

was ripe for a jihad and that all pre-conditions were fullled in 2003. To Ali, their group had done enough

preaching to convince people to repent and implement the Sharia, and that anyone that did not repent should

just be fought. Yusuf argued otherwise. He thought there was need for more time to recruit members, to mobilize

more grassroots support and to procure weapons.

All of this culminated in the split of Boko Haram into the Ali and Yusuf camps.  The Ali camp migrated to

Tarmowa, a desert village about ve kilometers from Geidam in northern Yobe state. Members mostly arrived in

cars at Geidam around mid-2003, then boated to the outskirts of Tarmowa village. The new compound started

with two people (apparently an advance team sent to nd a suitable place) and gradually swelled to around

seventy, including women and children. They erected huts and a jumu’aat mosque from tree branches and

leaves, and they dug a well.  Families slept in huts while single men slept inside the mosque. When I visited the

site in the company of several of my sources in February 2019, I saw the well which, to this day, contains water. I

also identied the spot where the mosque stood.

On Fridays, some locals joined the commune for prayers. Commune members went on preaching tours to

surrounding villages such as Zaji-Biriri, Zai and Bestur, and as a result, about a dozen youths joined them.

They condemned western-style education, democracy, as well as the traditional emirate system (which was

deemed un-Islamic), and called on traditional rulers to relinquish their positions and submit to Islamic

government.  A couple of months after their arrival, they started shing in a nearby river, and engaged in paid

labor and petty trading to earn a living. Some worked on farms for a fee while others traded in neighboring
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village markets such as Geidam, Bayamari and Dapchi. Women and children were in charge of cooking and

domestic chores.

According to Abu Harun, a member of the commune who went there with his wife and four children (one of

whom died in the attack on the camp in Kanamma), the commune did not name itself “Taliban” or

“Afghanistan” but was called Dar al-Hijrah (the abode of eeing); members called themselves “__muhajirun__”—

i.e., the emigrants. The tag “__muhajirun__” is, of course, a homage to the early Muslims who migrated from their

home in Mecca where they were persecuted for their faith, to Medina. It is also another indication of the

religious/ideological undertones of the group and an attempt by them to play the victim and attribute their

movement to early Islam.

Abu Harun claims that they did not have arms nor conduct military training. They only engaged in physical

exercise such as boxing and martial arts. Residents whom I spoke with, who passed around the site including at

night, stated that they did not notice any military training, nor did they ever hear gunshots. Members got armed

with machetes, catapults and so forth after they received an eviction notice from the local authorities.

Except for one dispute, which led to a ght with one Kachallah Ngubdo, there was never an incident between the

commune and the local communities.  Members accused Ngubdo (a hunter) of invading their privacy because

he passed near their site at night when hunting. The dispute was settled by the traditional ruler of Besbur, who

directed the commune to return Ngubdo’s hunting weapon and amulets to him, with which they complied.

Contrary to multiple published accounts,  residents said there was no dispute between them and the commune

over shing rights. “There never was any dispute over shing in this area. The river is free for everyone because i

a gift from God for all of us” said Lawan Amadu, the traditional ruler of Zai village.

Around October 2003, eorts to evict the commune began, not because of a dispute with villagers, but because of

the local authorities’ apprehension about the commune’s intentions.  Local authorities saw the commune as an

attempt to create a separatist community—eectively “a state within a state.”

The site was under the administration of the defunct Bukarti Development Area, which inaugurated an ad hoc

committee to persuade the group to vacate the site. The committee paid several visits, with a view to convincing

the commune to leave. The group, however, insisted on staying and explained that the land belonged to God,

and they did not constitute a threat to anyone. They explained to the committee that they were eeing from

urban life because it distracted them from reciting the Quran, praying and fasting.

When the committee’s attempts to encourage the commune to leave failed, the matter was reported to the Yobe

state government, which got the police involved. Around the second week of December 2003, the Yobe state

police command gave the commune a seven-day ultimatum to vacate. On the expiration of the ultimatum, the

group packed up and left the site on trucks. Before they left, they announced to villagers and distributed

pamphlets stating that they had been denied the right to practice their faith, and thus were going to ght. They
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claimed that were launching a jihad and invited residents to join them. From Tarmowa, the group left for

Kanamma.

Setting the Record Straight

As we’ve seen, Boko Haram was inspired by ideologues, events and groups across the world including Bin Laden

and al-Qaeda. In fact, Yusuf’s sons recollect that their fathers’ tipping point for founding Boko Haram was the

success of the 9/11 attack, which occurred while Yusuf was on pilgrimage in Saudi Arabia.

Furthermore, when Boko Haram decided to unleash full-blown violence in 2009, after about two hundred

members of the group were killed during July of that year, the group requested technical and nancial support

from al-Qaeda in Islamic Maghrib (AQIM), which acquiesced. Shekau later thanked AQIM for training and

nancial support.  This is an indication that post-2009, al-Qaeda and Boko Haram have developed operational

linkages. However, there is no credible evidence that operational connections between the two existed before

2009 and particularly during 2003—that is, at the time of Boko Haram’s founding, when claims about its links to

transnational jihadism were rst being made.

For now, let us proceed to examine the two major premises upon which the theory linking Kanamma to al-Qaeda

was built; the involvement of Ali, who reportedly received a grant from Bin Laden to start a cell in Nigeria, and

reports that the commune’s residents kept “the Nigerian security busy in a re exchange that lasted over several

days.”

On the rst premise, Abu Harun conrms that Ali was involved in the camp and was the head of the splinter

group. But he did not stay at Tarmowa or Kanamma. He lived in Gashua, about a hundred and forty-seven

kilometers away, and only occasionally visited the commune. Ali was not on site when the camp was attacked by

the military, nor was he among those killed there. He later joined some dispersed members after escaping from a

police attempt to arrest him in Gashua, which took place immediately after the camp was dislodged. He then

headed to the Mandara Mountains in Borno state, but was killed along the road.

The account linking Ali to Bin Laden and al-Qaeda is not supported with credible evidence. Ali’s alleged meeting

with Osama Bin Laden in Sudan, his training in Afghanistan and receipt of a $3 million grant from him in 2000

to start an al-Qaeda cell in Nigeria, was rst reported by the International Crisis Group in 2014 (ten years after

Kanamma).  This claim is based on a single interview with an anonymous Boko Haram member. It is not clear

where and how that purported member got his information: Was he with Ali in Sudan or was he informed? Was

he a party to the transfer of funds or did he hear about it from Ali, Bin Laden or a third party? Was he a member

in Kanamma or did he remain with Yusuf after the split? Or did he join Boko Haram later?

The report does not answer any of these germane questions, nor does it even indicate whether its source ever me

Ali at all. Little wonder then that the report itself qualies its claims about Ali and his connections with al-Qaeda
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with “reportedly” and “allegedly.” In fact, these terms were used fty-one and twenty-one times respectively in

the report, indicating that the information should be taken with a pitch of salt. Curiously, however, instead of

this claim being treated with the caution that it rightly deserves, it gradually started being presented by others as

established fact. The caveats (“reportedly” and “allegedly”) were surreptitiously edited out or tweaked by scholars

passionate about the theory.

On the second premise, as can be seen above in the eye-witness account of what transpired in Kanamma, the

commune did not hold its own against security forces for days as claimed by some Boko Haram scholars. Soldier

from Nguru invaded the camp in the early hours of January 1, 2004 and, by sunrise the same day, they were back

in Kanamma with bodies of those killed and prisoners. Thus, the attack on the group lasted hours, not days,

much less weeks.

As explained above, an attempt to evict them on December 25, 2003 ended without an encounter because the

police could not access the commune. Similarly, there are no reports of weapons other than armes blanches seized

from the camp. If ries and other assault weapons were recovered, one might expect Yobe State Government’s

press release on the incident to have indicated so.  On the contrary, the government stated that the group was

not a training camp.

On the other hand, unlike separatist religious communes like Darul Salam,  (a revivalist group of about 3,000-

4,000 who lived in Mokwa, north-central Nigeria until they were dislodged by police in 2009 without violence)

Kanamma was not the pacist commune as presented by some writers. Boko Haram has made clear from the

get-go that its ultimate aim was to launch a jihad to rid its area of secular systems and governments, and to

replace them with a puritanical Islamic government. For instance, in Yusuf’s “History of Muslims” —an

important lecture that Kassim says should be regarded as Yusuf’s “political and religious testament”  —Yusuf

explained,

The only thing that will stop them [that is Nigerian government and Christians] from insulting the prophet or killing Muslim

is jihad . . . [but] we must rst and foremost embark upon preaching towards Islamic reform. Then, we will have to be patient

until we acquire power. This is the foundation of this preaching towards Islamic reform [da’wa]. It was founded for the sake o

jihad and we did not hide this objective from anyone…

As highlighted above, members of the Kanamma commune subscribed to this ideology. In fact, it was their

zealousness to implement it that led to their break away from Yusuf and their subsequent migration. They went

to Tarmowa to fulll one of the pre-conditions of jihad and to prepare for it. They lived in peace with local

communities, and did not target them when they raided government buildings and police outposts in Kanamma

and neighboring villages,  not only because they were a secondary target, but also because they saw them as a

“recruitment pool.” If anything, eorts to eject them only drew them into a ght they were not prepared for.

Nevertheless, the fact remains that they were the ones who instigated the violence, which points to their

ultimately violent intentions.
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Conclusion

In the nal analysis, there is no credible evidence of any operational link between the Kanamma commune and

al-Qaeda, and theories linking the two are, at best, speculative. And Kanamma is just one example of the

contradictions and occasional confusion regarding landmark events in the existing Boko Haram literature. This

is partly due to the fact that very few eld studies have been conducted on the group, and those few have been

limited in scope. Scholars mostly rely on unveried secondary accounts. While this can be forgiven in 2012 to

2015, when the areas where Boko Haram originally emerged were extremely dangerous for researchers, the

situation has improved since 2016. This presents a real opportunity for scholars and journalists to do a better job

at understanding the sources of Boko Haram.

Furthermore, as our sojourn to better understand this phenomenon continues, scholars who study Boko Haram

should allow the facts and evidence on the ground to direct them, rather than seeking evidence that supports

their preconceptions. Holding on to previous positions, while tweaking sources or ignoring reliable evidence to

defend them will only exacerbate disagreements, some of which have recently degenerated into ad hominem

attacks among Boko Haram scholars. Worse still, while the ght against Boko Haram is ongoing, such

controversies detract from the eort to supply policy makers with the knowledge and context they require to

design eective strategies for countering the violence.

Understanding early Boko Haram—an aspect of which was treated in this paper—has practical policy

implications. First, it will give policymakers a fair idea of the conditions and circumstances that led to the rise

and evolution of Boko Haram and thus make them better placed to confront them. Second, appreciating the

origins and early links of Boko Haram—or lack of them—and similarly-inspired groups will help governments to

choose the best approach to dealing with the group. For instance, if Boko Haram started as a domestic group

with local grievances and agenda, policy solutions to the group, developed by the Nigerian government and othe

concerned parties, will markedly dier from decisions made if Boko Haram started as an al-Qaeda-linked
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